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livestock ICT business. As the dream has grown even further, we are taking ‘Harim’ into the 

world to spread the healthy summer forest in Philippines, Vietnam, China, Myanmar, and India, 

expanding beyond Korea.

By applying science to Korea’s once barren livestock industry, we continue to establish the 

world-leading pig farming technologies and a standard model for Korean pig farming 

business. The name Sunjin means ‘advanced’ in Korean and, fittingly, we have been the 

pioneers in the domestic market, from the development of Korean-breeding pigs, to the first 

cattle feed pellets and Sunjin Pork Handon – the first brand-name pork. By taking our feed, 

pig farming, and poultry farming business to 5 countries in Southeast Asia, we have raised the 

prestige of Korean livestock technology in the global market.

Currently, Sunjin is preparing for another great advance. Respecting our duty as part of the 

Harim Group, renowned as the conglomerate specialized in Global Food & Agribusiness, we 

aim to become a company that creates food culture beyond producing food products. In the 

livestock field that is the basis for food production, we will propose total solution for customers 

to journey together throughout their lifetime. Also, by establishing high level of animal-welfare 

livestock model that satisfies the demand of new era, we will further expand the valuable expe-

rience of customers. Finally, as the food company, Sunjin will manage food value chain with 

integrated management system to deliver ‘Nature’s Sensation’ to our customers. The livestock 

industry is the business based on bio-technology that deals with biological resources.

We are combining biotechnology research with Digital Transformation. Putting aside the previ-

ous method of depending on labor and experience, we will enhance the global competitive-

ness through automation and datafication. We will become the enterprise that delivers Nature’s 

Sensation with minimum intervention through ICT technology composition. We are building a 

firm foundation for mutual growth in the global market by localizing our business in each coun-

try to improve resilience within the markets we enter. 

Sunjin’s journey has always been about improving customers’ happiness and value of life and that 

is the road we must journey together. In the future at Sunjin, under our banner of ‘nurturing dreams 

together’, we will continue to increase the global competitiveness of our farms, provide livestock 

foods that consumers can trust, and make a world where everyone can be happy together. 

Here at Sunjin, we work hard every day under the firm belief that we can 

improve the value of life by delivering the Nature’s Sensation from farm to 

table. Our dream that was nurtured on a small farm in Icheon, Gyeong-

gi-do in Korea has now grown up based on the pillar of pig farming and 

feed, and became a huge tree with branches of livestock foods and
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turning towards our customers.

Sunjin’s philosophy of putting

the customer’s values first.
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S m a r t  S U N J I N  -

At Sunjin, we have consistently operated quality farms with happy pigs, based on strict animal welfare criteria.

Now, we are using ICT to develop globally competitive smart farms. We have added the value of science to livestock

management, from the total solution of Sunjin Hanmaul, which is fundamentally responsible for all services, to a

remote-control system, allowing the farm to be controlled and managed at the tips of our fingers.

Advanced ICT smart farms-applying science
to make a success story of pig farms
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As the first large-scale pig farm to be certified 

for animal welfare, Sunjin has grown as a role 

model for farm-to-table pig farming in Korea 

that fulfills commitments to the environment, ICT, 

and animal welfare. We have established an 

ICT smart-farm system to achieve our vision of 

future-oriented pig farming that can bring 

happiness to pigs and humans alike.

In the age of the global "seed war', Sunjin is realizing 

a vision of South Korea as a self-sufficient country. 

We are driving forward the future of Korean breed-

ing stock by using Tae-an GGP, the successor to 

the internationally certified Danyang GGP, to 

produce sows capable of multiple births, and 

establishing in-house production of Du roc pigs. 

Using the Sunjin system, which covers all services, 

including breeding stock, semen, feed, rearing 

management, shipping, distribution, environmental 

management, and specialist veterinary care, we 

provide farms with high productivity and profit,and 

we provide consumers with luxury pork.

Sunjin’s Pig-On is web-based programs that 

enable comprehensive management from farm 

production to administration. As web-based 

programs optimized for user con-

venience, these programs are reliable partners 

to improve farm productivity.
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S m a r t  S u n j i n  - F e e d

Technology

that is acknowledged overseas

In addition to the 2 domestic production factories, we
have 12 production facilities in 5 overseas countries, and
our technology and products are acknowledged in the
Asian market. Starting with the Philippines in 1997, we
have expanded to Vietnam, China, Myanmar, and India
to compete with the preeminent global feed companies.

Total service

with happiness consultants

Sunjin’s happiness consultants put the happiness of our 
farm clients first.In addition to high-quality feed supply, 
we provide total consulting for personalized production 
management and operations.Faced with the 
introduction of ICT and the changing livestock industry, 
we are always a reliable partner at our customers’ side.

Feed for automatic milking system:

heralding the future of livestock

Efforts to advance ICT for the future of the livestock 
industry are already beginning. We have developed 
the first domestic feed using automatic milking system  
and introduced ICT-based FMS(Farm Management 
Support ). Sunjin is taking preemptive measures to 
meet customers’ needs in the face of future changes in 
the dairy environment.

Sunjin feed is the product of complete and meticulous efforts. We insist on using only the best materials and practices

throughout the whole process, from cutting edge equipment to distribution networks. From 2 production factories and

6 distribution bases across the country, we always provide good quality feed to our customers whenever it is needed.

The best luxury feed , produced by Sunjin,
is a healthy foundation for a successful farm
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S m a r t  S u n j i n  - F r e s h  m e a t

Capture the taste of Koreans Sunjin Pork Handon

Sunjin Pork Handone’s unique system involves strict control

criteria from the farm to the consumer, and only pork that meets

these criteria finds its way to the consumer’s table. The Sunjin

Meat Center produces high quality products by processing the

meat fresh, without any need for transport from the abattoir.  

Sunjin Farm: High-end Butcher

Sunjin Farm is a modern distribution and sales center, responsible

for providing customers with healthy food using fresh, high-quality

livestock products grown directly on our farms. Livestock products

are the pride of Sunjin: by stocking various items, such as

processed meat, vegetables, and sauces, Sunjin Farm is a new

type of distribution network that enables more convenient purchase

of better quality food from closer sources.

From farm 
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Through the independent unification of breeding stock, feed, and rearing management, Sunjin Pork Handone provides consistent

taste and quality. We operate a system from healthy birthing, clean feeding, and robust growth up to packaging and distribution.

The unique and fastidious hygiene control system for Sunjin Pork Handone, which involves systematic management of every stage

of the process from the farm to the table, is key to its taste and quality.  

17 Consecutive years (2004~2020)
Selected as Hign Quality Livestock Food

Brand By Consumers Korea

First Pork Brand
Certification of Excellent Consumer-
centered Management Company

Ministry of Food and Drug Safety
HACCP Authentication

Sunjin Pork Handon is the Number 1 in Korea -
Passion to make pork that suits Korean’s taste

N
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S m a r t  S u n j i n  - P r o c e s s e d  m e a t  10 I 11Nurturing dreams together

Dining Franchise School Meals Catering Market 

Produce differentiated products in taste, price, hygiene, diversity, etc. through excellent production facilities

and strict quality control. It is a meat processing company that provides customized total solutions.

Health and Happiness to Customers
by Studying Food Science and Practice
Customer Firstism That Gives Pleasure.

Technology recognized Abroad

It has been awarded for 11 consecutive years in recognition of its technological prowess and quality at the International

Exhibition of the German Agricultural Association (DLG).

Strict Quality Control Standards

We have established a global quality safety management system through FSSC22000 certification as well as domestic

food safety management certification (HACCCP).

Total Solutions for Customers

We are the best partners in solving customer concerns through customized product and menu development.

J
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S m a r t  S u n j i n  - R e s e a r c h  a n d  d e v e l o p m e n t

Cattle Technology Innovaion Center

The Cattle Technology Innovaion Center, which presents plans for optimal cattle farm management, is leading the future of smart

farms based on big data, introducing ICT for livestock to improve production efficiency and nutrition technology at dairy cattle

and fed cattle farms.

Digital Innovaion Center

Digital Innovation Center, which provides differentiated new customer value, provides data-based business INSIGHT, and supports

efficient operation innovation, implements smart farm implementations, feed, meat processing, and meat factories, analyzes/forecast

cloud big data, and carries out digital technology R&D activities in artificial intelligence through various latest ICT technology integration.

Meat & Processing Research Center

At Sunjin, we are always working to create a healthy consumer culture for meat. In particular, to promote a healthy balance of

protein and fat in the diet, we are making efforts to increase consumption of high-protein cuts such as tenderloin, loin, and

shoulder. The Meat & Processing Research Center is always at the heart of Sunjin Pork’s excellent taste.

Feed Technology Innovaion Center

The Feed Technology Innovaion Center has been a pioneer in the development of scientific feed, by analyzing livestock data

accumulated by Sunjin over 40 years. The innovaion center provides world-class quality feed suited to the environment on our

farms through consistent technology exchange with advanced livestock countries.

Pig Farming Innovaion Center

The Pig Farming Technology Innovaion Center has worked to maximize productivity in the field, utilizing scientific techniques in

pig farming through systematic data management and applying outstanding overseas pig farming technology to Korean farms.

Innovating the future -
Our future foodstuffs are in Sunjin’s R&D
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Insofar as it impacts our lives and futures, livestock is a high-level science. That is the reason for Sunjin’s research and

development(R&D). We have developed cutting-edge technologies based on 40 years of know-how, as well as constant

technology exchange with European countries that already have an advanced livestock industry. In addition, we are displaying

synergy through fusion of technologies between research centers in feed, pig farming, cattle, digital, and meat processing.

In particular, the Harim Central Research Institute, which was established for the first domestic research into specialize feed, is

driving our livestock industry to become more advanced, whether through analysis of ingredients or through farm consulting.

I N N O V A T I O N
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S m a r t  S u n j i n  - G l o b a l

1,500 People
in 5 Countries

Starting with the Philippines in 1997, Sunjin has expanded into markets in Vietnam(2004), China(2006),

Myanmar(2014), and India(2018). Based on the technological expertise accumulated during that time,

we are ready to go anywhere in the world where we can satisfy our customers.

We have gone from simply selling our products to conveying our livestock’s competitiveness and

sharing our livestock culture with the world. This is the reason that

Sunjin continues to work actively on development and entry into foreign markets.

Global Network spreading advanced livestock technology to the world!
New history of Sunjin is being created in 5 countries.
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Sunjin Tieling
Sunjin Qingdao
Sunjin Chengdu

China

Myanmar

Vietnam

INDIA
Philippines
Sunjin Philippines
Bulacan
Batangas

Sunjin Vietnam
Dong Nai
Mekong
Hung Yen
Ha Nam

Sunjin India
Rajpura

Sunjin Myanmar
Mandalay
Bago

N E T W O R K



S m a r t  S u n j i n  - H i s t o r y

Sunjin has evolved from serving healthy

food on the table to supplying food of the

future that enhances quality of life. We will

go beyond a livestock and food company

and work together with our customers to

Nurturing dreams together.
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Established Cheil Breeding Stock 19731970

Completed construction of the processed meat factory(Icheon)

Began processed meat operations

Completed construction of Sunjin feed factory(Icheon)

1988

1984

1981

1980

Established Sunjin Hanmaul

Completed construction of meat processing factory(Anseong) 

Established Sunjin Philippines(Bulacan)

Established Danyang GGP

Began sales of the brand-name meat, Sunjin Pork

1999

1997

1996

1992

1990

Established Sunjin Hanoi(Vietnam)

Established Sunjin Qingdao(China)

Established Sunjin Tieling(China)

Established Sunjin Chengdu(China)

Selected as one of the `World's Best 200 Medium-size

Companies' by Forbes (2 years in a row) 

Established Sunjin Vina(Vietnam)

2009

2008

2006

2005

2004

2000

Completed construction of the Sunjin Meat Center

Established Sunjin feed  factory in Mandalay(Myanmar)

Animal Welfare Certification for Cheil Breeding Stock

Completed construction of Tae-an GGP

Established Sunjin feed factory in Mekong (Vietnam)

Completed construction of Sunjin feed factory in Ha Nam(Vietnam)

Completed construction of Sunin Cattle Farm in Tieling(China)

Established Sunjin India(Punjab)

2017

2015

Established Sunjin Myanmar(Bago)

Completed construction of Sunjin feed factory(Gunsan)

Completed construction of Sunjin feed factory in Batangas(Philippines)

2014

2012

20182010

Completed construction of Sunin Pig Farm in Myanmar

Completed construction of Sunin Pig Farm in Philippines

2019

Completed construction of Sunin Cattle Farm in Qingdao(China)

Established Sunjin A.L.I.C(Acean Livestock Innovation Center) in Vietnam

Selected as Hign quality Livestock food brand By

Consumers Korea (17 Consecutive years)

20202020

48 years with our valued clients
Sunjin dreams of a greater future with you



Sunjin has always worked constantly to enhance

our customer’s value through livestock.

Now we stand out as the representative livestock and

food company in Korea.

 

FRESH MEAT BUSINESS

FEED BUSINESS

SWINE INTEGRATION BUSINESS

PROCESSED MEAT BUSINESS

GLOBAL BUSINESS

EX. AGRI ROBOTEC / SUNJINFARM ...

※ unit : Mil. USDSales by business sector

As of 2020

1,630

※ As of 2020, unit : Mil.USD
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